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Although the life of Franz Schubert (1797-1828) was extremely short (31 years), it was 
perpetually overflowing with music of extraordinary genius. Did he not write more than a 
thousand works in 18 years, starting in 1810 (with a "Fantasy" for piano four hands) until 
his death in 1828, his last known work, according to the Deutsch catalogue, being a 
fugue ... ? It is true that several compositions remained unfinished, while others did not 
get beyond the preliminary stages, yet so many great works have come down to us 
perfectly formed.  
 There are nine complete symphonies together with a tenth which has been 
reconstituted using existing fragments of music; 21 sonatas for piano together with many 
other piano pieces, including notably, military marches, the C major “Wanderer 
Fantasy”, the “Valses Sentimentales”, six “Moments Musicaux”, the “Hungarian Melody” 
“for piano, two books of four “Impromptus”, the “Fantasy" in F minor for piano four 
hands. The chamber music includes three “sonatinas” for violin and piano, a "Rondo", a 
“Fantasy" in C major, a Sonata for violin and piano and the “Arpeggione” sonata; fifteen 
string quartets; six trios either for strings or with piano; two quintets ( the “Trout”, for 
piano and strings and another for two violins, viola, and two cellos); an “Octet” for strings 
and winds; 185 chorals; eleven Masses; 15 operas ... and more than two hundred 
Lieder. 
 The son of a elementary school teacher, expected to become a schoolteacher 
himself, Franz Schubert's musical gift would soon take over; at the age of 13, he 
composed a “Fantasy” for piano four hands which is still preserved. The young 
composer would have a complete and careful education, and study both violin and 
piano. His musical training was assured by Antonio Salieri, a famous contemporary of 
Mozart, an honourable musician and recognised pedagogue (he had also taught 
Beethoven, Meyerbeer, Liszt and one of Mozart’s sons and, it should be noted in 
passing, was in no way as harmful to Mozart himself as has been claimed). 
 When Schubert was only 16, his genius became clear and was recognised in more 
and more extended musical circles. He was especially prolific at that time, and 
composed several masterpieces, including the songs “Marguerite at the Spinning 
wheel”, the “Erl King”, the fourth symphony in C minor (the “Tragic”), the fifth symphony 
in Bb major and the sixth symphony in C major (the “Petite”).  
 Employed in 1818 as music master by the Hungarian Count Esterhazy, he stayed 
in Hungary for six months. Back in Vienna in 1819, he went on concert tours throughout 
Austria with the celebrated baritone Johann Michael Vogl, for whom he wrote many 
Lieder. That same year the famous “Trout” quintet for piano and strings appeared. Franz 
Schubert's  abilities were officially recognised in 1821 by his admission to the prestigious 
Viennese “Society of Friends of Music”, and the “Schubertiades” were established as an 



institution, the musical and poetic evening meetings, which were both friendly and 
joyous, not to say sometimes excessively festive. 
 A significant development occurred just when his genius was fully asserting itself: 
in 1822 he was found to have been contaminated by syphilis, from which he suffered for 
years. He was in hospital for several months in 1823, and was more and more severely 
affected physically, as well as morally since, at the time, this illness was considered not 
just shameful, but also, and more importantly, incurable. Nevertheless his 
inextinguishable musical gifts were not interrupted and his harmonious stream of 
compositions continued to flow with a lyricism, possibly veiled at times by discreet 
melancholy.  
 It was at this difficult time in 1822 that he composed the 8th Symphony, the 
"Unfinished",  and in 1822/1823 the "Wanderer Fantasy" in C for piano, in 1823 the 
songs Die schöne Müllerin and the incidental music for Rosamunde. Two operas 
“Alfonso und Estrella” and “Fierrabras” were finished but not performed during 
Schubert’s lifetime - they would be performed only sporadically thereafter. Recordings of 
both works were released in the mid-twentieth century, which bring out the 
unquenchable melodic inspiration of the composer. That year, the “Six Moments 
Musicaux”were written, though not published until 1828. 
 Afterwards came, most importantly, the Octet for strings and wind in F major (a 
very long work lasting about an hour), the 13th string quartet in A minor “Rosamunde”), 
the 14th quartet in D minor “Death and the Maiden” and the “Arpeggione” sonata in A 
minor. This was written for a bowed instrument named the  'Arpeggione', with 6 strings 
like the guitar but held between the legs like a cello, and consequently also known as a 
“guitar-cello”. This sonata was mostly performed on the cello, as the 'Arpeggione' was 
very unusual instrument, and extremely difficult to play. That year Franz Schubert 
stayed again with Count Esterhazy, as we are reminded by the “Hungarian Melody” in B 
minor for piano and the "Divertimento in Hungarian style" in G minor for piano four 
hands.  
 In 1825, with his friend the baritone Johann Michael Vogl, he set out on another 
concert tour to Salzbourg and Upper Austria, composed sonatas for piano (n° 16 and n° 
17), the first sonatas published during his lifetime and started his Symphony n° 9 in C 
Major (“The Great”), which he only finished in 1828, the year of his death. 
 The final period of his life saw the progression of his illness, causing repeated 
depressive states. He wrote his last string quartet, n° 15 in G major, his piano sonata n° 
18 (the third and last to be published during his lifetime) and yet another series of songs 
in 1826.  
 The beginning of the year 1827 was marked by the death of Ludwig van Beethoven 
(28 March). This was the occasion of great sadness, but also, in a way, a liberation from 
the weight on his shoulders that the giant had exerted on him. A new series of works 
then filled the final months of his life. The first book of 'Impromptus' (D 899) probably 
appeared at this time, and the second book certainly did (D 935); The song cycle 
“Winterreise”; the 2nd piano trio and the  Symphony n° 10 (also unfinished). He finished 
the 9th symphony, three Piano Pieces; the song cycle “Schwanengesang”, the piano 
sonatas n° 19, 20 and 21 (his last work for piano) and the “Shepherd on the Rock” for 
soprano, clarinet (or cello and piano).  
 In a burst of optimism, he decided to take a course in counterpoint, modestly 
considering himself to be weak in this field. Following his first and only lesson he wrote a 



fugal exercise which would be his last extant work (D 965 B). His state of health then 
deteriorated suddenly. The specialists  are unable to agree whether he had caught 
typhus, suffered from stomach poisoning after eating in an inn, or simply reached the 
final stages of his illness. He died on 19 November 1828. 
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Born in Nagoya, an important industrial city and port in Japan, into a somewhat untypical 
Japanese family with a fascination for European culture, Yoko Kaneko now spends most 
of her time in Paris, France. She took her first piano lessons at the age of three at the 
Toho Conservatoire in Tokyo following the "Kodaly Method", a musical training system 
developed in Hungary, quite naturally learning pieces by the Hungarian composer Bela 
Bartok. This contact with Hungarian music would be reinforced later through her 
participation in two master classes given on chamber music by the composer György 
Kurtag, in 1990 and 2000, at the Paris Conservatoire. These strongly affected her 
approach to reaching a deep understanding of the composer, the score and the 
particular characteristics of a particular instrument (here the piano).  
 She first became acquainted with the music of Schubert at the age of ten, when 
she studied two "Impromptus", those in B flat (op. 142, n° 3) and in A flat major (op. 90, 
n° 4). She did not immediately connect with this music as she was still too young, but 
later, around the age of 19, a new contact with the "Impromptus" had such a profound 
emotional impact that she felt submerged by the harmony with its brutal, almost violent, 
modulations, to the extent that for a time she was unable to perform these works.  
 Her first fleeting contact  with the fortepiano took place at the age of 16, on an 
instrument which had been acquired by the Toho School only to be abandoned later. 
 In 1987 Yoko Kaneko was accepted at the Paris Conservatoire, where she studied 
with the most prestigious exponents of French music. Yvonne Loriod (the celebrated 
pianist and interpreter of the works of her husband Olivier Messiaen) helped her to 
discover the sound world of modern French music. Then Germaine Mounier (pianist and 
pedagogue, who founded the Albert Roussel competition in Bulgaria and the Chopin 
Bagatelle festival in the Bois de Boulogne in Paris), Jean Hubeau (pianist and 
composer, student of Paul Dukas), Michel Béroff (concert pianist and recognised 
interpreter of the music of Messiaen) all helped her to develop the techniques she 
needed to render the subtle and complex sound of impressionist and contemporary 
French piano music.  
 She first started learning the fortepiano in the class of Jos van Immerseel at the 
Paris Conservatoire in 1992. He helped her to establish her mastery of the techniques 
necessary to play this instrument, so different from those of the modern piano. Her 
contact with the music of Schubert would be further reinforced by working on his 
"Sonatas", by careful listening to his Song Cycles (Winterreise, sung by the baritone 
Thomas Bauer with Jos van Immerseel at the fortepiano, as well as by recitals given by 
van Immerseel at home in Belgium). She later recorded the double concerto by Mozart 
for two fortepianos with again with van Immerseel.  Later, she got to know the 
prestigious Erard pianos (with parallel strings), and went so far as to purchase her own, 
on which she has performed Schubert's compositions for four hands or for two pianos.  



 The arrival in 2004 of her personal fortepiano, a copy built for her by Christopher 
Clarke of an instrument by the Viennese firm 'Walter', was an important event. She 
would give many concerts dedicated to Schubert on this instrument, but also 
occasionally used other Viennese fortepiano models like 'Fritz' or 'Graf'. The assimilation 
of the Viennese style was made more profound thanks to contact with the cellist 
Christophe Coin, with whom she performed in concert at the "Cité de la Musique" in 
Paris in 2007. It was reinforced by performances of cello sonatas by Ludwig van 
Beethoven, Johannes Brahms, Felix Mendelssohn, Joseph  Woelfl, Ferdinand Ries and 
a sonata composed by Johann Benjamin Gross, recorded using a 'Felix Gross' 
fortepiano.  
 The owner of one of the rare examples of an 'Arpeggione', Christophe Coin joined 
Yoko Kaneko for many concerts (naturally including the Schubert's Sonata for this 
instrument, the "Arpeggione Sonata"), with the participation of the flautist Maria-Tecla 
Andeotti  and the violinist Jérôme Akoka. They were later invited to Japan for six 
concerts, one of which was filmed and broadcast on national Japanese television), and 
also to Germany, to Switzerland, to France, at Port-Royal-des-Champs, at the Festival 
de Clermont in the Oise, to Le Mans, and  in Paris at the French National Library (for a 
Lecture/Concert which was filmed and preserved in the archives).  
 Yoko Kaneko performed the complete Duos for violin and piano by Franz Schubert 
with the violinist Régis Pasquier (using a modern piano) in Bilbao (Spain) in 2016 and at 
the Canton Opéra (China) in 2019. 
 After three recordings of the works of Ludwig van Beethoven, Wolfgang Amadeus 
Mozart and Johann Sebastian Bach made using her personal 'Walter/Clarke' fortepiano, 
Yoko Kaneko has chosen for this recording of the "Moments Musicaux" and the 
"Impromptus" by Franz Schubert an instrument built by the Viennese firm 'Graf'.  
 
The "Moments Musicaux" were published complete in 1828; however, two of them had 
appeared previously, the third (Allegro Moderato in F minor) in 1823  under the title of 
"Russian Air", and the sixth (Allegretto in A flat major) in 1824 under the title "Plaintes 
d’un Troubadour". Relatively short pieces, they are of varied characters. At the opening 
one may imagine an elegant courtly dance followed by the sweet dreams of a dancer, 
who has suddenly withdrawn following the sonorous somersaults of a street entertainer 
disappearing into the distance in a triple pianissimo. Then comes a beautiful coach 
drawn by two fine Gray horses, transporting gracious ladies in the woods, and meeting 
on the way a joyful band of young peasants in a clearing, dancing gaily with their noisy 
wooden shoes. Once back in their castle, a troubadour comes to sing a plaintive melody 
under their windows, hoping for a discreet reward.  
 
The "Impromptus" are separated into two collections of four, but which may be 
considered a single group, as they were numbered 1-8 by Schubert himself. The first 
"Impromptu" in book one, Allegro Molto Moderato in C minor is tinged with sweet 
melancholy which is transformed into easeful relief in the final bars in the major. The 
second "Impromptu", Allegro in Eb, remains in the major, and has a brilliant and 
vivacious spirit. A celestial melody floating above the clouds is heard in the third 
"Impromptu", an Andante Mosso in Gb major. The fourth and last "Impromptu" in the first 
collection, Allegretto, in Ab minor, is deeply plaintive, pleading and breathless, and 
culminates in a heartbreaking cry of distress. 



 The second book of "Impromptus" may be heard as a four movement Sonata in all 
but name. Indeed, the first, an Allegro Moderato in F minor, is written in sonata form with 
the typical two themes stated successively. The second, Allegretto, in Ab major, has the 
characteristics of a Minuet. A series of variations on an Andante theme in Bb, taken from 
the incidental music to “Rosamunde”, a play of the same name, forms the third 
"Impromptu", while an Allegro Scherzando in F minor brings the second book to a 
dazzling and exhilarating end, in a whirl of unfathomable depth.  
 


